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ANALYSIS OF Hikvision and Dahua PRODUCT SAMPLES 

Foreword 

The National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) under the Ministry of National Defence has 

conducted this assessment of surveillance cameras of Chinese manufacturers Hikvision and Dahua, 

having considered the need of the public, media and state institutions to assess the cyber security of 

surveillance cameras. The investigation was carried out independently and without the influence of 

the manufacturer, as the test objects were taken from samples used in practice, in cooperation with the 

public authorities.  

According to the survey conducted by the NCSC, Hikvision and Dahua cameras are used by 57 

institutions across the country. 

 

Video surveillance system manufacturer Hangzhou Hikvision Digital Technology Co., Ltd. 

(hereinafter – Hikvision) is a Chinese corporation founded in 2001 with 26 000 employees [1], listed 

on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange of China [2], supplies products world-wide and owns the Ezviz 

brand [3]. In the product catalogue of the Spring 2020, the company introduced more than 300 

products of various configurations, i.e. web, deep learning cameras and their solutions, thermal 

imaging devices, internal and external surveillance cameras, video compression and broadcasting 

solutions and feature-rich security complexes. Hikvision’s solutions are aimed at a wide range of user 

groups – for use in the industrial, household and service sectors, the technologies developed by the 

company are applicable to ensure the functionality of commerce, traffic regulation, banking, 

education, construction, urban maintenance and security systems [4]. Hikvision’s products account for 

22% of the world’s video surveillance systems and are exported to more than 150 countries [5]. The 

manufacturer develops product expansion in the European Union, while its products are presented in 

the international technology exhibitions and conferences. 

Other products under investigation are those of the manufacturer, Zhejiang Dahua Technology Co., 

Ltd. (hereinafter – Dahua). Founded in 2001, Dahua is a Chinese company operating in the field of 

video surveillance technology [6]. It is listed on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange, has 13 000 employees 

[7] and supplies products to more than 180 countries. 

The company has four research institutes, i.e. advanced technologies, big data research, 

microcircuit development and cloud computing systems. The institutes employ more than 6 000 

scientists and researchers developing activities in the fields of artificial intelligence, the Internet of 

Things, audiovisual content analysis and software development. Dahua registered more than 800 

patents in 2016 [7].  

Despite its research potential, Dahua has faced challenges of its equipment security, based on the 

information of various sources, cyber security vulnerabilities were identified in its equipment [14]. A 

large-scale DDoS attack involving Dahua and Dahua OEM cameras was carried out in 2016 [12]. 

Nearly a million of Dahua devices have been infected with BASHLITE malware [13], [14]. Dahua 
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cameras had a vulnerability that allowed taking over the control of the operating system by entering a 

random username with too many default characters in the camera’s administration panel. This was 

exploited, while malware installed on the devices allowed the cameras to be exploited in DDoS 

attacks and used to illegally record images. 

Based on the articles published in 2017, cyber security researchers have discovered vulnerability in 

the software of Dahua’s camera that was activated on the cameras of the network of Fortune 500, and 

during the incident the data was transferred to China [13]. Using a web browser, the vulnerability 

allowed unauthorised people to remotely download a database of device’s usernames and passwords 

and later access camera controls [14]. Following these incidents, Dahua released a software update 

that removed 11 vulnerabilities of product security [15]. However, security researchers found that the 

same vulnerability still remained in the updated software, this vulnerability was simply moved to 

another part of the code. The authors of the article described this as an intentional act when a “back 

door” is left in the programme code [15].  

Hikvision and Dahua supply their electronic components to other manufacturers as OEMs 

(Original Equipment Manufacturer). About 70 other brands use Hikvision’s hardware, they can install 

their own additional software and thus further distribute under their own brand [25]. 

 

The devices examined in the research included cameras for territory surveillance distributed in 

Lithuania, i.e. Hikvision’s DS-2CD4C26FWD-AP video surveillance camera and Dahua’s DH-IPC-

HFW5231EP-ZE video surveillance camera. Views of the products involved in the investigation are 

shown in Figure 1.  

  
DS-2CD4C26FWD-AP DH-IPC-HFW5231EP-ZE 

 

Fig. 1. Views of Hikvision and Dahua products that were investigated  

Hikvision’s DS-2CD4C26FWD-AP camera is an outdoor device with an external lens, 2MP 

resolution and supports H.265+ audiovisual content compression technology [17]. Dahua’s DH-IPC-

HFW5231EP-ZE controlled camera for external surveillance with Ambarella S2LM Cortex-A9 600 

MHz DSP processor supporting H.265+ / H.265 / H.264+ / H.264 audiovisual content compression 

formats, based on the Linux operating system [18]. Product software versions are not listed but are 

identified and marked in the description of the further investigation. The cameras have been used by 

State Institutions since 2018 (produced since 2016) and their prices are as follows: Hikvision DS-

2CD4C26FWD-AP – EUR 621, Dahua DH-IPC-HFW5231EP-ZE – EUR 335). 

 

The actions and their sequence in the investigation were such that other investigators could 

replicate the results of the NCSC analysis and should obtain similar results. Investigation 

methodology based on: 

1) software functionality analysis; 

2) analysis of the structure and content of data flows generated by cameras;  

3) decomposition of hardware and electronic components.  

During the investigation of the hardware section, the conformity analysis of the chips used in 

the devices was performed, the circuit-technical structure of the product and the quality of its 
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manufacturing were evaluated. In this research, the equipment was dismantled to a point beyond 

which reassembly would only be possible with the use of precision soldering / desoldering 

equipment, thus increasing the risk of irreversible damage to microcircuit information due to the 

high temperature used in the process.   
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Test summary  

A decomposition study of Hikvision and Dahua surveillance cameras found that Hikvision’s 

camera, manufactured in 2018, uses software solutions, developed in 2012–2015, with known cyber 

security vulnerabilities identified in the Commonly Available Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) 

database. Seven software packages, installed in the cameras with 61 vulnerabilities listed in the CVE, 

were identified, of those 23 vulnerabilities had a threat score greater than 6.8 (out of 10). The 

identified vulnerabilities for the remote interception of camera information, execution of malicious 

code, the camera is also susceptible to Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. The software code packages 

used in the investigated samples and installed in the out-of-the-box cameras were studied. 

It was established that by default, user authentication on the Hikvision camera is done through 

unencrypted communication using a limited-reliability HTTP Digest access authentication technology 

created in 1999 [19]. With this authentication mechanism, when a user connects to the camera, the 

value of his password can be intercepted, while the password can be decrypted and then possibly used 

for later unauthorised access. It is worth noting that security solutions were found on the device under 

investigation allowing to eliminate the problem of unauthorised user login; however, they were not 

active in the standard configuration. 

During the investigation, the enabled and functioning remote control environment “ISAPI” was 

found on the camera. ISAPI (Intelligent Security Application Programming Interface) - a protocol 

used by Hikvision allowing to remotely control the device via text requests. The AES encryption 

standard and CBC algorithm are used to encrypt the data transmitted by the connection established 

through the protocol but the encrypted data (password and other information) are not authenticated; 

therefore, the encrypted information of the camera control channel can be modified. A more detailed 

755-page description of protocol and control of camera functions is available on Hikvision’s webpage 

- https://www.hikvision.com/content/dam/hikvision/en/support/download/firmware/firmware-with-

cc/Hikvision%20ISAPI % 20Core% 20Protocol.pdf.  

It is important to note that due to the shortcomings of user authentication technology, it is possible 

to interact with the camera remotely by using the features of ISAPI environment that is enabled by 

default. This could possibly allow unauthorised interception of camera content, real-time activation or 

deactivation of camera functions (image recognition, audio recording, etc.), or interfere with camera 

operation.  

No auto-update feature was found on cameras of this type. Software updates must be downloaded 

and installed manually. According to the information of geolocation IP databases, the camera update 

link is placed on the Hikvision webpage on a server registered in China which in turn redirects to a 

server registered in Russia from which the update file to be installed on the camera is downloaded. 

These servers may register inquiries from users, allowing to identify user’s IP address, country, time 

of the inquiry and the version of the update that is being downloaded. 

Hikvision offers a mobile application, Hik-Connect, to expand the capabilities of camera control. 

This application has been found to connect to 9 IP addresses located in Ireland, China, Singapore and 

Thailand. The application uses potentially redundant information, i.e. it registers the IMSI and ICCID 

identification numbers of the SIM card as well as the IMEI identification number of the mobile 

device. 

The decomposition of electronics showed that Hikvision’s camera uses HK-2015-1 DP8181934 

closed processor for image processing and communications of external interfaces to ensure 

functionality. It can be said that this is a non-standard product that is not freely available on the 

market. No information describing the characteristics of Hikvision’s processor was found in the 

knowledge bases; therefore, it is difficult to fully evaluate its (and thus the camera’s) available 

functions and possible operating modes.  
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Details of the Research 

The analysis of the functionality of the product software and the flows generated by it (incoming 

and outgoing data) as well as the decomposition studies of the hardware section revealed the facts 

discussed below. It should be noted that the software version found to be installed in the user-tested 

sample was investigated. In the case of Hikvision’s camera that was analysed, it was V5.5.84 (details 

in Figures 3 and 6). No additional software updates were installed and studied. Furthermore, an 

updated version V5.5.83 of this model is announced on the manufacturer’s website on 12-03-2019 

[26]. The Hikvision Cyber Security Centre does not provide security software updates for the camera 

of this model [22]. 

1. By default Hikvision’s and Dahua’s cameras have service environment enabled, it allows 

the remote control of cameras 

During the research, the enabled and functioning remote control environment “ISAPI” was found 

on the camera. ISAPI (Intelligent Security Application Programming Interface) is a protocol used by 

Hikvision allowing to remotely control the device via text requests.  

The AES encryption standard and CBC algorithm are used to encrypt the data transmitted by the 

connection established through the protocol but the encrypted data (password and other information) 

are not authenticated; therefore, the information of the camera control channel can be modified. Due 

to the absence of data authentication, the camera is susceptible to Chosen - chiphertext, Padding and 

other attacks of such nature. A more detailed 755-page description of protocol and control of camera 

functions is available on Hikvision’s webpage - 

https://www.hikvision.com/content/dam/hikvision/en/support/download/firmware/firmware-with-

cc/Hikvision%20ISAPI % 20Core% 20Protocol.pdf.  

It should be emphasised that due to the shortcomings of user authentication technology, it is 

possible to interact with the camera remotely by using the features of ISAPI environment that is 

enabled by default. This could allow unauthorised interception of camera content, real-time activation 

or deactivation of camera functions (image recognition, audio recording, etc.) and stoppage of camera 

operation. These effects can be carried out without being reflected in the camera logs. 

During the investigation, a specialised inquiry was formed and sent to the camera’s SDK 

environment using the ISAPI protocol. The camera accepted and processed the query and provided a 

response. Figure 2 shows a view of the formed query and the received response, highlighting the 

communication protocol, data amounts and query types. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The formed request and the received response, highlighting the communication protocol, data 

amounts and query types 

A 486-byte inquiry was formed and sent to the camera requesting the camera to provide its service 

information. Hikvision’s camera received and processed this query and formed a 1311-byte response 

shown in Figure 3. The response shows versions of camera’s software packages, its model, MAC 

address and other service information. Based on this information, it is possible to identify the devices 

used in the network, assess their potential vulnerabilities that allow for unauthorised takeover of 

camera control. 
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Fig. 3. 1311-byte response generated by Hikvision’s camera 

The principle of operation of the ISAPI system is that by default camera’s ISAPI wide-spectrum 

control environment can potentially be used to intercept the camera’s video feeds or otherwise violate 

user privacy. 

A similar situation was found in Dahua’s camera Version: (software version V2.800.0000002.0.R, 

development date: 11-01-2019, WEB version: V3.2.1.684680, ONVIF version 16.12 

(V2.4.3.651299), Security Baseline version V1.4) that was investigated. Camera’s response to the 

query in Dahua’s case is shown in Figure 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Query response generated by Dahua’s camera 
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2. Hikvision and Dahua cameras that were investigated use insufficiently secure HTTP 

Digest authentication scheme 

It was established that by default, user authentication on Hikvision and Dahua cameras is done 

through unencrypted communication using a limited-reliability HTTP Digest access authentication 

technology created in 1999 [19]. With this authentication mechanism, when a user connects to the 

camera, the value of his password can be intercepted, while the password can be decrypted and used 

for later unauthorised access. It is worth noting that security solutions were found on the device under 

investigation allowing to eliminate the problem of unauthorised user login; however, they were not 

active in the standard configuration. 

A more detailed description of the HTTP Digest access authentication mechanism used in the 

Hikvision camera (same in the Dahua’s) is presented. The purpose of the authentication procedure is 

for the user to securely and properly connect to the camera control panel. Figure 5 shows a diagram of 

the procedure performed during the study on the HTTP Digest access authentication technology used 

for connection to the camera. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Diagram of HTTP Digest access authentication process in Hikvision’s camera 

During the research, an HTTP Digest access authentication process, consisting of five steps, was 

performed: 

1. The user calls up the camera authentication page with an inquiry to redirect to the 

authentication platform (“Unauthenticated request GET/ISAPI/System/Status HTTP/1.1”). 

The inquiry does not include a username and password. 

2. Upon receiving the user’s inquiry, the camera starts the authentication process and returns to 

the user the response code 401 “Unauthorised” of HTTP 1.1 standard, adding the information 

required for authentication - security quality parameter “qop”, authentication realm, randomly 

generated one-time cryptographic tag “noce” and an age indicator “stale”. The following 

information was obtained from the camera during the investigation: “WWW-Authenticate: 

Digest qop= “auth”, realm= “IP Camera(D9657)”, nonce= “5a546b …”, stale= “FALSE”. 

This information is received in the user’s browser. 

3. The browser that received the information processes the received authentication realm 

identifier and presents a username and password entry form to the user.  
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4. When the user enters the username and password in the form, the browser (client) forwards 

the received response, adding an authentication header including a response code. The 

following information was forwarded from the user to the camera during the investigation: 

“Authorisation: Digest username= “admin”, realm= “IP Camera(D9657)”, nonce= “5a546b 

…”, uri= “/ISAPI/System/status”, response=“d45c6 …”, qop =“auth”, nc=0000001, cnonce= 

“f0dbca …”. The response sent by the user shows the name of camera’s user “admin” and the 

MD5-encoded camera password - “d45c6 ...”, which, if intercepted, can be decrypted and 

used for unauthorised capture of the camera. 

5. Upon receipt of the information sent by the user, the camera verifies it and, if it corresponds 

to the default values, authenticates the user, returns the response code 200 “OK” of HTTP 1.1 

standard and presents a view of the configuration panel. In the presented camera 

configuration panel, the user can carry out camera control procedures. 

Known drawbacks of HTTP Digest authentication technology: 

 The system of camera user authentication does not have the capability to provide secure 

control of the authentication interface presented to the user. 

 Many of the security measures provided in the authentication standard (RFC 2617) are of a 

recommendatory nature only, i.e. optional. Furthermore, the standard includes security 

clauses, if the security quality parameter “qop” is not specified in the system, the processes 

are launched in the mode of a reduced security RFC 2069 standard. In case of the subject of 

this investigation, the security quality parameter “qop” is used. 

 The authentication mechanism used is susceptible to the data interception by Man-in-the-

middle (MITM) attack. During the authentication procedure, the information between the user 

and the authentication server is not encrypted; therefore, it has the potential to be used to 

decrypt the password. Due to the lack of encryption of sensitive information, data interception 

becomes a rational means of obtaining a device password.  

 In some cases, systems can encrypt a password using fast but limited security algorithms to 

save resources and perform password verification quickly when needed. In case of this 

investigation object – MD5. 

 It is worth noting that MD5 algorithm used in the authentication mechanism of the camera 

developed in 1997 does not meet the security requirements of modern times. MD5 is no longer being 

developed and has not been used in international standards for authentication since 2008. MD5 was 

replaced by SHA Secure Hash Algorithms) such as SHA-512. 

3. Hikvision’s camera uses software packages with known security vulnerabilities  

During the study of decomposition of Hikvision’s surveillance camera it was found that the 

camera, manufactured in 2018, uses software solutions, developed in 2012-2015, with known cyber 

security vulnerabilities identified in the Commonly Available Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) 

database. The model of Hikvision’s camera and versions of the main software packages shown in the 

control panel are presented in Figure 6. 
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Fig. 6. View of the configuration panel of Hikvision’s camera that was investigated 

Seven software packages installed in the camera, including their versions that are used with 61 

vulnerabilities listed in the CVE, were identified, of those 23 vulnerabilities had a threat score greater 

than 6.8 (out of 10). The models of the investigated cameras used software packages from other 

manufacturers, including open source. Since the camera software was composed around 2018, some 

of the software packages are obsolete. For example, Hikvision’s camera uses BusyBox 1.19.3, while 

today the manufacturer offers an updated version 1.31.1. Table 1 lists the potentially insecure 

software packages used in Hikvision’s camera that was tested, including their names, versions, CVE 

identification number, date of publication of the vulnerability and determined threat level of the 

vulnerability. 

Table 1. List of potentially unsafe software packages on Hikvision’s camera with a specified 

vulnerability threat score 

Ser. 

No. 

Software 

package used 

in the camera 

The version of 

the package 

used in the 

camera 

CVE Identification 

Number of Package 

Vulnerability 

Date of publication 

of the vulnerability 

Vulnerability 

Threat Score (out 

of 10) 

1 

B
u

sy
B

o
x

 

1
.1

9
.3

 

CVE-2018-20679 09-01-2019 5 

CVE-2016-6301  09-12-2016 7.8 

CVE-2015-9261  26-07-2018 4.3 

CVE-2013-1813  23-11-2013 7.2 

CVE-2011-2716  03-07-2012 6.8 

2 

ip
ta

b
le

s 

1
.4

.1
8
 

CVE-2012-2663  15-02-2014 7.5 

3 

W
P

A
_

S
u

p
p

li
ca

n
t 

0
.7

.2
 

CVE-2019-11555 26-04-2019 4.3 

CVE-2019-16275 12-09-2019 3.3 

CVE-2015-4142  15-06-2015 4.3 

CVE-2015-4141  15-06-2015 4.3 

4 P p e n S S L
 

1 . 0 . 1 l  CVE-2017-3735  28-08-2017 5 

https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2018-20679/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-6301/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-9261/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2013-1813/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2011-2716/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2012-2663/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2019-11555/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2019-16275/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-4142/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-4141/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2017-3735/
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CVE-2016-6306  26-09-2016 4.3 

CVE-2016-6304  26-09-2016 7.8 

CVE-2016-6303  16-09-2016 7.5 

CVE-2016-6302  16-09-2016 5 

CVE-2016-2842  03-03-2016 10 

CVE-2016-2183  31-08-2016 5 

CVE-2016-2182  16-09-2016 7.5 

CVE-2016-2181  16-09-2016 5 

CVE-2016-2180  31-07-2016 5 

CVE-2016-2179  16-09-2016 5 

CVE-2016-2178  19-06-2016 2.1 

CVE-2016-2177  19-06-2016 7.5 

CVE-2016-0800  01-03-2016 4.3 

CVE-2016-0799  03-03-2016 10 

CVE-2016-0798  03-03-2016 7.8 

CVE-2016-0797  03-03-2016 5 

CVE-2016-0705  03-03-2016 10 

CVE-2016-0704  02-03-2016 4.3 

CVE-2016-0703  02-03-2016 4.3 

CVE-2016-0702  03-03-2016 1.9 

CVE-2015-4000  20-05-2015 4.3 

CVE-2015-3197  14-02-2016 4.3 

CVE-2015-3196  06-12-2015 4.3 

CVE-2015-3195  06-12-2015 5 

CVE-2015-3194  06-12-2015 5 

CVE-2015-1792  12-06-2015 5 

CVE-2015-1791  12-06-2015 6.8 

CVE-2015-1790  12-06-2015 5 

CVE-2015-1789  12-06-2015 4.3 

CVE-2015-1788  12-06-2015 4.3 

CVE-2015-0293  19-03-2015 5 

CVE-2015-0289  19-03-2015 5 

CVE-2015-0288  19-03-2015 5 

CVE-2015-0287  19-03-2015 5 

CVE-2015-0286  19-03-2015 5 

CVE-2015-0209  19-03-2015 6.8 

5 

S
Q

L
it

e
 

3
.7

.1
0
 CVE-2019-8457  30-05-2019 7.5 

CVE-2018-20506 03-04-2019 6.8 

CVE-2018-20346 21-12-2018 6.8 

6 

li
b

x
ls

 

1
.4

.0
 

CVE-2018-20452 25-12-2018 6.8 

CVE-2018-20450 25-12-2018 4.3 

7 

G
N

U
 C

 L
ib

ra
ry

 

>
=

 2
.2

1
 

CVE-2017-18269 18-05-2018 7.5 

CVE-2017-16997 17-12-2017 9.3 

CVE-2016-1234  01-06-2016 5 

CVE-2015-8984  20-03-2017 4.3 

CVE-2015-8983  20-03-2017 6.8 

CVE-2015-7547  18-02-2016 6.8 

CVE-2015-1781  28-09-2015 6.8 

CVE-2014-8121  27-03-2015 5 

CVE-2014-7817  24-11-2014 4.6 

 

The identified vulnerabilities for the remote interception of camera information, execution of 

malicious code, the camera has limited resistance to Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. 

https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-6306/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-6304/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-6303/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-6302/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-2842/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-2183/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-2182/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-2181/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-2180/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-2179/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-2178/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-2177/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-0800/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-0799/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-0798/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-0797/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-0705/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-0704/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-0703/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-0702/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-4000/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-3197/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-3196/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-3195/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-3194/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-1792/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-1791/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-1790/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-1789/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-1788/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-0293/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-0289/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-0288/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-0287/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-0286/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-0209/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2019-8457/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2018-20506/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2018-20346/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2018-20452/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2018-20450/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2017-18269/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2017-16997/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-1234/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-8984/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-8983/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-7547/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2015-1781/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2014-8121/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2014-7817/
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In Hikvision’s camera ports intended for control of camera functions and video feeds are enabled 

by default. A list of open ports with a description of the functions is presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. A list of open ports on Hikvision’s camera with their set functionality 

Ser. 

No. 
Port Service Functionality 

1 80/TCP HTTP 
The port is used to access the Web interface. The connection is not 

encrypted. Possible ISAPI communication. 

2 443/TCP HTTPS 

Used to access an encrypted version of the HTTPS Web interface. By 

default, the header “https://” must be entered in the address field to 

encrypt the connection to the camera, otherwise an insecure HTTP 

connection will be used. Possible ISAPI communication. 

3 554/TCP RTSP 
The port is used to establish a video feed connection. The identified 

software version of the provided service “Hikvision 7513 POE IP 

camera rtspd”. 

4 8000/TCP Not specified 

During the connection, a TCP handshake occurs but after it, the port 

terminates the connection. Entering this port in the Hik-Connect 

application, present on the local network segment, allows 

communication with the camera, therefore it is assumed that the 

purpose of the port is related to the Hikvision Cloud. Hikvision’s 

documentation defines that the purpose of port 8000 is user-side 

communication with the PCNVR server. 

5 8443/TCP TCPWRAPPED 
During the connection, a TCP handshake occurs but after it, the port 

terminates the connection. The identified service is “tcpwrapped”. 

 

During the research, the purpose of port 8000 could not be determined but according to the 

communication data, this port is a specialised control interface with implemented Access Control List 

(ACL) feature. During the research, packets the processing of which caused sudden termination of the 

connection by the camera were sent to the port. An excerpt from the investigation communication 

session is presented in Figure 7. By being open and unsecured, this port can be exploited to perform 

buffer overflow or malicious code installation cyber attacks. 

 
Fig. 7. A segment of Hikvision camera communication session 

Administration panel of Hikvision’s camera does not support all the latest versions of web 

browsers. Thirteen different versions of browsers running on different operating systems were tested 

during the investigation. It was noted that the administration panel worked well with browsers 

developed in 2012–2016 that were no longer supported and had security vulnerabilities. This is likely 

to be related to the manufacturing period of the camera, i.e. 2016–2018, and drawbacks of 

technological support of later periods. It is believed that the results of this investigation will influence 

the manufacturer to provide adequate technological support for product quality and security. 

The list of browsers tested with Hikvision’s camera during the investigation, indicating the year of 

their development and functional possibilities, is presented in Table 3.  

 

Table 3. The list of browsers tested with Hikvision’s camera during the investigation, indicating the 

year of their development and functional possibilities 

Ser. 

No. 

Browser, version, 

operating system 
Browser Agent 

Date of 

issue 

Success in using 

control panel of the 

camera 

1 Firefox 75 Linux 
Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64; rv:75.0) 

Gecko/20100101 Firefox/75.0 
2020 No 

2 Firefox 75 Windows 
Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64; 

rv:75.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/75.0 
2020 No 

3 Chrome 81 Linux Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) 2020 No 
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AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 

Chrome/81.0.4044.122 Safari/537.36 

4 Opera 69 

Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) 

AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 

Chrome/82.0.4062.3 Safari/537.36 

OPR/69.0.3623.0 (Edition developer) 

2020 No 

5 Safari 12 Mac OS X 

Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_15_4 

Supplemental Update) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 

(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/12.1.1 

Safari/605.1.15 

2019 Yes 

6 Edge 44 

Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) 

AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 

Chrome/64.0.3282.140 Safari/537.36 

Edge/18.17763 

2019 No 

7 Firefox 56 
Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:56.0) 

Gecko/20100101 Firefox/56.0 
2017 No 

8 Opera 12.14 
Opera/12.80 (Windows NT 5.1; U; en) 

Presto/2.10.289 Version/12.02 
2016 Yes 

9 Firefox 33 
Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:33.0) 

Gecko/20120101 Firefox/33.0 
2014 Yes 

10 Chrome 34 

Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) 

AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 

Chrome/34.0.1847.116 Safari/537.36 Mozilla/5.0 

(iPad; U; CPU OS 3_2 like Mac OS X; en-us) 

AppleWebKit/531.21.10 (KHTML, like Gecko) 

Version/4.0.4 Mobile/7B334b Safari/531.21.10 

2014 Yes 

11 Internet Explorer 11 
Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; 

Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko 
2013 Yes 

12 Safari 7 

Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X) 

AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) 

Version/7.0.3 Safari/7046A194A 

2013 Yes 

13 Chrome 19 

Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0) 

AppleWebKit/536.5 (KHTML, like Gecko) 

Chrome/19.0.1084.36 Safari/536.5 

2012 Yes 

 

The administration panel of the camera allows to monitor in the browser the image that is being 

captured. It was determined that ActiveX technology extensions, which can be downloaded from 

Hikvision’s camera, are needed in order to view the feed. ActiveX technological extensions are not 

supported in new browsers due to known cyber security vulnerabilities [20]; therefore, their use is not 

recommended.  

The situation with Hikvision’s camera model under investigation is reflected by the fact that 

security bulletins are distributed by Hikvision’s Security Research Centre (HSRC), most recent of 

which is dated 2018 and is dedicated to software version V5.5.53 [23], i.e. in fact to the version that is 

older than version V5.5.84 of the specific model under research. 

 

4. Hikvision’s camera does not have automatic update feature, the update infrastructure is 

located on Chinese and Russian servers  

 

No automatic update feature was found on the camera, while the updates must be downloaded and 

installed manually. According to the information of geolocation IP databases, the camera update link 

is placed on the Hikvision webpage on a server registered in China, redirecting to a server registered 

in Russia from which the update file to be installed on the camera is downloaded.  

These servers may register queries from users, allowing to identify user’s IP address, country, 

time of the inquiry and the version of the update that is being downloaded. Figure 8 shows a view of 

the Hikvision’s administration panel update installation interface. 
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Fig. 8. A view of the Hikvision’s administration panel update installation interface 

Table 4 lists the update addresses, indicating the IP addresses and countries identified from the 

geolocation knowledge bases. 

 

Table 4. Addresses for updates to Hikvision’s camera 

Ser. 

No. 
Update address IP address Country 

1 

https://www.hikvision.com/en/products/IP-

Products/Network-Cameras/Ultra-Series-SmartIP-/ds-

2cd4c26fwd--ap-/ 

183.136.184.22 

Hangzhou, 

Zhejiang, China, 

Asia 

2 

https://www.hikvision.com/content/dam/hikvision/en/s

upport/download/firmware/ipc/4-series/ds-

2cd4cx6fwd/firmware/IPC_R7_EN_STD_5.5.83_1902

18.zip 

163.171.142.34 

 
Russia 

 

 Figure 9 shows a cartographic image of the identified countries, with the marking of 

IP address. 

  

   

Fig. 9. Geolocation information of Hikvision’s camera update servers 

 

The national security threat assessment of 2018 created by the Department of State Security of the 

Republic of Lithuania and the Second Department of Operative Services under the Ministry of 

National Defence states: “Russia’s intelligence and security services have the legal authority and the 

China 

https://www.hikvision.com/content/dam/hikvision/en/support/download/firmware/ipc/4-series/ds-2cd4cx6fwd/firmware/IPC_R7_EN_STD_5.5.83_190218.zip
https://www.hikvision.com/content/dam/hikvision/en/support/download/firmware/ipc/4-series/ds-2cd4cx6fwd/firmware/IPC_R7_EN_STD_5.5.83_190218.zip
https://www.hikvision.com/content/dam/hikvision/en/support/download/firmware/ipc/4-series/ds-2cd4cx6fwd/firmware/IPC_R7_EN_STD_5.5.83_190218.zip
https://www.hikvision.com/content/dam/hikvision/en/support/download/firmware/ipc/4-series/ds-2cd4cx6fwd/firmware/IPC_R7_EN_STD_5.5.83_190218.zip
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technical capacity to gain access to data of Russian and foreign citizens using Russian electronic 

communications platforms.” The threat assessment also indicates: “(...) the threat of personal data 

being leaked to the Russian intelligence and security services is to all citizens of Lithuania using 

Russian social networks and e-mail services, such as odnoklasniki, mail.ru, yandex, etc.”. 

Due to possible entries left on the update servers when the cameras are used in Lithuania, it is 

recommended to limit the downloading of software from countries where the GDPR regulation does 

not apply.  

 

5. It has been established that Hikvision’s developed camera control mobile application 

Hik-Connect connects to China, Thailand, Singapore and Ireland, and records IMSI 

and ICCID identification numbers of the SIM card and IMEI identification number of 

the mobile device 

                                            

Hikvision offers a mobile application, Hik-Connect, to expand the capabilities of camera control 

(investigated version: 3.11.1.1023). After summarising the study of the operation of this application, 

no direct cyber security vulnerabilities were identified; however, it was recorded that the mobile 

application creates connections with 9 IP addresses located in Ireland, China, Singapore and Thailand. 

The application also collects user device information such as the IMSI and ICCID identification 

number of the SIM card and the IMEI identification number of the mobile device, the purposes of 

gathering of this information are not clear. We hope that the manufacturer will take the results of the 

investigation into account and provide a more detailed explanation to whom and why this user device 

information is being collected. 

The application is designed to view the camera feed, configure the camera, take photos and record 

videos, has the ability to broadcast audio in Intercom type mode (camera ↔ phone) and display Wi-Fi 

settings in QR codes. View of Hik-Connect application is shown in Figure 10. 

 

   
Fig. 10. View of Hikvision’s application Hik-Connect 

 

Hik-Connect software packages run on various hardware bases, i.e. mobile phones, tablets and 

other devices that support Android and iOS platforms. The Hik-Connect mobile app is available for 

free on mobile app stores Google Play and Apple App Store. 

Table 5 presents the access requirements of Hik-Connect mobile application with the indication of 

the access purpose. It has been determined that the application requires 5 types of access – camera, 

microphone, data storage, phone settings and location information. 
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Table 5. A list of Hik-Connect access requirements, indicating the purpose of access 

Ser. 

No. 

Access 

requirements 
Purpose of access 

1 Camera access For scanning of QR codes 

2 Microphone access For transmitting audio to the camera 

3 Data storage For storage of pictures and videos in the phone memory 

4 Phone settings Determination of the strength of a mobile Internet connection 

5 Location information 
Required to access a scan of the settings of the Wi-Fi station used by the 

device 

 

After decomposing the code, the fragments of the mobile application code that allow for the 

collection of broader information were identified. Figures 11–13 show the fragments of the mobile 

application programme code, which reflect the feature of the possible information gathering – SIM 

card’s IMSI and ICCID identification numbers and IMEI identification number of the mobile device. 

 

 
Fig. 11. getDeviceId() function - a fragment of the code for the acquisition of the mobile 

device’s IMEI number 

 

 
Fig 12. getSubscriberID() – a fragment of the SIM card’s IMSI identification number 

acquisition code 

 

 
Fig 13. getSimSerialNumber() – a fragment of the SIM card’s ICCID identification number 

acquisition code 

After the analysis of traffic sent by Hik-Connect mobile application, it was found that the 

application establishes connections with 9 IP addresses located in Ireland, China, Singapore and 

Thailand. After Hik-Connect application was launched for the first time, a relatively high activity of 

the application was observed – during a period of 13 minutes 165.367 KB of data were sent and 

70.647 KB of data were received. The investigation was conducted on the Android platform. 

The data transmission channel was encrypted. It was found that stun configurations were sent to 

address sgplog.hik-connect.com in JSON format, i.e. event log information. Network channel 

information is presented in Table 6. 
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Table 6. Hik-Connect data exchange information, during first launch, 13 minutes period 

 

The chart of the network channel is shown in Figure 14. 

 

Fig. 14. Mobile application Hik-Connect data exchange channel chart during the first launch 

After the mobile application is running for a longer period of time, the application exchanges data 

with the 5 IP addresses listed in Table 7. 

 

Ser. 

No. 
Address Domains Purpose Country 

Amount 

of data 

sent, 

Bytes 

Amount 

of data 

received, 

Bytes 

1 34.253.44.101 

api.hik-connect.com 

apieu-hik-connect-

1187713652.eu-west-

1.elb.amazonaws.com 

Unknown Ireland 18567 5244 

2 34.255.15.112 download.ezvizops.com Unknown Ireland 8274 2076 

3 47.74.230.132 
apiisgp.hik-connect.com 

aliapisgp-hik-connect.com 
Unknown Singapore 124058 34842 

4 52.212.179.170 api.hik-online.com Unknown Ireland 443 623 

5 54.246.236.96 log.ezvizlife.com 

Sending of 

the 

application 

event logs 

Ireland 7362 2198 

6 150.109.178.162 –  Stun Thailand 0 14325 

7 150.109.183.230 – Stun Thailand 478 1910 

8 161.117.5.66 
sgplog.hik-connect.com 

sgplog.ezvizlife.com 

Transmission 

of analytical 

data 

China 1785 8118 

9 203.205.239.188 

rqd.sparta.mig.tencent-

cloud.net 

android.bugly.qq.com 

Bugly client China 4400 1311 
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Table 7. Established references of the mobile application Hik-Connect 

Ser. 

No. 
Address Domains Purpose Country 

Amount 

of data 

sent, 

Bytes 

Amount 

of data 

received, 

Bytes 

1 3.210.86.43 
hiddns-1976889542.us-east-

1.elb.amazonaws.com 

U
n

id
en

ti
fi

ed
 

USA 578930 67801 

2 3.223.178.216 
usdclog-1571272846.us-

east-1.elb.amazonaws.com 
USA 7737 3137 

3 47.74.230.132 aliapisgp.hik-connect.com Singapore 19638 5283 

4 52.22.111.191 
usdclog-1571272846.us-

east-1.elb.amazonaws.com 
USA 17789 18069 

5 203.205.239.188 
rqd.sparta.mig.tencent-

cloud.net 

Bugly 

client 
China 2384 9270 

By comparing the references of the first launch and the established application, it was established 

that the application has two overlapping IP addresses. Table 8 shows the overlapping IP addresses, 

indicating the content of the traffic directed to them. 

Table 8. A list of overlapping IP addresses in Hik-Connect, indicating the content of the 

traffic directed to them 

Ser. 

No. 
IP address Country Traffic content 

1 47.74.230.132 Singapore TLSv1.2 encrypted content, calls apiisgp.hik-connect.com 

2 203.205.239.188 China HTML flow, sends application log information 

  

It should be noted that the mobile application designed to be used on Android OS platform, on 

Google Play electronic store was no longer available in Lithuania on 28 April 2020. No changes on 

mobile application electronic store Apple AppStore were noticed, and the application dedicated to 

iOS devices could be downloaded and installed. 

 

6.  Mobile application gDMSS Plus of Dahua’s Camera establishes connections to China, 

Germany and the USA. Depending on the country, the application is able to perform 

functions selectively 

 

Dahua offers a mobile application, gDMSS Plus, to expand the capabilities of camera control 

(investigated version: 4.90.000). After summarising the study of the operation of this application, no 

direct cyber security vulnerabilities were identified; however, it was recorded that the mobile 

application creates connections with 26 IP addresses located in USA, Germany and China. It was 

found that the mobile application is able to selectively perform functions depending on the country in 

which it operates. A view of gDMSS Plus mobile application is shown in Figure 15.  
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Fig. 15. A view of Dahua’s application gDMSS Plus 

 The application requires access rights to 4 subsystems of the mobile device, i.e. camera, 

location, microphone and data storage. The application access requirements window is shown in 

Figure 16. 

 
Fig. 16. A view of Dahua’s application gDMSS Plus. Access requirements 

Mobile application gDMSS Plus handles inquiries to 26 IP addresses in the United States, 

Germany and China. Mobile application reference addresses are given in Table 9. 

Table 9. gDMSS Plus data exchange information 

Ser. 

No. 
Address Domains Country 

Amount of 

data 

received 

(Bytes) 

Amount of 

data sent 

(Bytes) 

1 8.209.64.86 – Germany 0 74 

2 8.209.76.211 – Germany 0 74 

3 13.52.30.245 www.easy4ipcloud.com USA 0 74 

http://www.easy4ipcloud.com/
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4 18.194.4.59 appservices-fk.easy4ipcloud.com Germany 12417 5250 

5 18.195.71.118 app-vpc-fk.easy4ipcloud.com Germany 13764 4265 

6 18.195.191.151 app-vpc-fk.easy4ipcloud.com Germany 0 751401 

7 35.166.79.94 appservices-or.easy4ipcloud.com USA 0 6570 

8 47.91.78.28 – Germany 0 74 

9 47.91.87.124 – Germany 0 74 

10 47.91.91.46 – Germany 0 74 

11 47.91.93.246 – Germany 38016 149785 

12 47.91.95.169 – Germany 72298 134224 

13 47.254.146.226 – Germany 0 74 

14 47.254.171.9 – Germany 0 1200 

15 52.8.60.34 www.easy4ipcloud.com USA 0 74 

16 52.41.182.28 
mobile-server-or-470527425.us-

west-2.elb.amazonaws.com 
USA 305729 21817 

17 52.57.50.253 app-vpc-fk.easy4ipcloud.com Germany 376342 53960 

18 54.215.119.215 www.easy4ipcloud.com USA 0 74 

19 54.241.202.176 www.easy4ipcloud.com USA 0 74 

20 54.241.203.224 www.easy4ipcloud.com USA 422 385 

21 116.62.177.243 www.dahuap2pcloud.com China 209 146 

22 118.178.90.50 – China 47881 305392 

23 118.178.252.108 www.dahuap2pcloud.com China 208 73 

24 121.40.103.45 – China 127789 311944 

25 184.169.249.245 – USA 876 2388 

26 223.6.252.231 – China 14120 6530 

 

During the research, a decomposition of the mobile application programme code was performed. It 

was established that depending on the country, device manufacturer or other parameters, the mobile 

application changes its behaviour. Table 10 shows an example of the programme code, the comments 

in Chinese (not executable parts of the programme code) are translated in Figure 17. 

 

Table 10. Segment of gDMSS Plus application software code 

<OEMRestrict> 

  <!—基线版本为DH  

  <identifier>DH</identifier> 

  <!—当为其他厂家时，表示是否需要过滤标识符  

  <isIdentifier>false</isIdentifier> 

  <!—door 模块，alarm 模块是否存在  

  <enableDoorAlarm>true</enableDoorAlarm> 

</OEMRestrict> 

 

Figure 19 shows translations of Chinese comments of programme code with the use of the free 

access Google tool Google Translator [21]. 

 
Fig. 17. Translated segment of the programme code 

 

Translated mobile application gDMSS Plus comment states: “When another manufacturer is 

set, the identifier needs to be filtered”. Tables 11 and 12 show the part of the programme code using 

said identifiers.  

 

http://www.easy4ipcloud.com/
http://www.easy4ipcloud.com/
http://www.easy4ipcloud.com/
http://www.easy4ipcloud.com/
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Table 11. Segment of gDMSS Plus application software code 

            java.lang.String r1 = “PushSelfShowLog” 

            java.lang.StringBuilder r2 = new java.lang.StringBuilder 

            r2.<init>() 

            java.lang.String r3 = “not EMUI system or not in China, open google play web, referrer:” 

            java.lang.StringBuilder r2 = r2.append(r3) 

            java.lang.StringBuilder r2 = r2.append(r0) 

            java.lang.String r2 = r2.toString() 

            com.huawei.hms.support.log.a.b(r1, r2) 

 

Table 12. Segment of gDMSS Plus application software code 

            java.lang.String r0 = “PushSelfShowLog” 

            java.lang.StringBuilder r2 = new java.lang.StringBuilder 

            r2.<init>() 

            java.lang.String r3 = “It is China device, open Huawei market web, referrer:” 

            java.lang.StringBuilder r2 = r2.append(r3) 

            java.lang.StringBuilder r2 = r2.append(r1) 

It can be stated that the application tracks the change of indicative parameters and, depending on 

their values, can change its functionality. 

 

7. Closed, non-standard protocols are used in the camera infrastructure 

Hikvision has been found to use unencrypted closed SADP (Search Active Device Protocol) 

protocol to detect its products in the network infrastructure. No sources have been found to 

substantiate the origin of the SADP, while its specification is closed and not available publicly. 

Hikvision’s cameras are detected using the SADP Tool software, which operates using the above-

mentioned SADP protocol. A view of the SADP Tool is shown in Figure 18. 

 
Fig. 18. A view of the SADP Software Tool for detecting Hikvision’s cameras 

During the search for devices, the SADP Software Tool sends to the network unencrypted 

UDP broadcast packages with an XML structure. Table 13 shows a segment of a broadcast UDP 

packet. 
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Table 13. Content of the UDP package broadcast by the SADP Tool 

<?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“utf-8”?> 

<Probe>   

<Uuid>2D551517-4514-4213-AD57-843B12920D34</Uuid>   

<Types>inquiry</Types> 

</Probe> 
 

These are inquiry packages with a unique identification value of <Uuid> 2D551517-4514-4213-

AD57-843B12920D34 </Uuid>, which is used to synchronise the camera’s response to a received 

SADP Tool inquiry. 

Additionally, the SADP Tool sends 80-byte Ethernet frames (66 bytes of content) with a specific, 

non-standard EtherType (0x8033) frame type. This value is registered with the IEEE by VIA Systems 

(http://standards-oui.ieee.org/ethertype/eth.txt). The bytes sent do not match the ASCII expression. 

The image of the sent Ethernet frames is shown in Figure 19. 

 
Fig. 19. An image of an additionally sent 66-byte Ethernet frame sent to the SADP Tool 

The camera has been found to respond to outgoing inquiries via Ethernet packages and the UDP 

protocol. The Ethernet package contains the camera model, hardware version and date. The remaining 

parameters required for camera control (camera IP address, active port) are sent via the UDP protocol. 

An image of the traffic deconstruction is shown in Figure 20. 

 
Fig. 20. Image of deconstructed flow 
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The deconstructed content of UDP traffic is presented in Table 14. 

Table 14. The deconstructed content of the UDP traffic 

<?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“UTF-8”?> 

<ProbeMatch> 

<Uuid>2D551517-4514-4213-AD57-843B12920D34</Uuid> 

<Types>inquiry</Types> 

<DeviceType>140180</DeviceType> 

<DeviceDescription>DS-2CD4C26FWD-AP</DeviceDescription> 

<DeviceSN>DS-2CD4C26FWD-AP20191204AAWRD96573442</DeviceSN> 

<CommandPort>8000</CommandPort> 

<HttpPort>80</HttpPort> 

<MAC>98-df-82-3f-89-e7</MAC> 

<IPv4Address>169.254.39.129</IPv4Address> 

<IPv4SubnetMask>255.255.0.0</IPv4SubnetMask> 

<IPv4Gateway>0.0.0.0</IPv4Gateway> 

<IPv6Address>::</IPv6Address> 

<IPv6Gateway>::</IPv6Gateway> 

<IPv6MaskLen>64</IPv6MaskLen> 

<DHCP>true</DHCP> 

<AnalogChannelNum>0</AnalogChannelNum> 

<DigitalChannelNum>1</DigitalChannelNum> 

<SoftwareVersion>V5.5.84build 190507</SoftwareVersion> 

<DSPVersion>V7.3 build 181102</DSPVersion> 

<BootTime>28-04-2020 20:04:19</BootTime> 

<Encrypt>true</Encrypt> 

<ResetAbility>false</ResetAbility> 

<DiskNumber>0</DiskNumber> 

<Activated>true</Activated> 

<PasswordResetAbility>true</PasswordResetAbility> 

<PasswordResetModeSecond>true</PasswordResetModeSecond> 

<DetailOEMCode>1</DetailOEMCode> 

<SupportSecurityQuestion>true</SupportSecurityQuestion> 

<SupportHCPlatform>true</SupportHCPlatform> 

<HCPlatformEnable>true</HCPlatformEnable> 

<IsModifyVerificationCode>flase</IsModifyVerificationCode> 

<Salt>c453b4260140373c9836b6eaa2deebcc732c611a3dee061933e9872c7a4a1ffd</Salt> 

<DeviceLock>true</DeviceLock> 

<SDKServerStatus>false</SDKServerStatus> 

<SDKOverTLSServerStatus>false</SDKOverTLSServerStatus> 

<SDKOverTLSPort>8443</SDKOverTLSPort> 

</ProbeMatch> 

 

When the camera responds, a connection to the SADP Tool environment is established and the 

authentication procedure is commenced. When a user enters a password in the SADP Tool 

environment, it (and other camera-specific settings) is sent to the device. A segment of the response 

message that shows the encrypted password and other parameters that identify the camera is shown in 

Table 15.  

 
Table 15. Authentication procedure. Segment of the response message 
<?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“utf-8”?> 

<Probe>  

<Uuid>C1B9469F-4AF3-4C2D-A804-1914B20856C2</Uuid>  

<Types>update</Types>   

<PWErrorParse>true</PWErrorParse>  

<MAC>98-df-82-3f-89-e7</MAC>  

<Password 

bSalt=“true”>07KxrTkVovYOpNhRU9PT86VsXjJKixPAbDr4hT35PSQOjXUfoDucDuDExMvl0CYhHpJw
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K0KtLdfQpOOJTzSiGA==</Password>  

 <IPv4Address>169.254.39.129</IPv4Address>  

<CommandPort>8000</CommandPort>   

<HttpPort>80</HttpPort>   

<IPv4SubnetMask>255.255.0.0</IPv4SubnetMask>  

<IPv4Gateway>0.0.0.0</IPv4Gateway>   

<IPv6Address>::</IPv6Address>   

<IPv6Gateway>::</IPv6Gateway>  

<IPv6MaskLen>64</IPv6MaskLen>  

 <DHCP>true</DHCP>  

 <SDKOverTLSPort>8443</SDKOverTLSPort> 

</Probe> 

 

Communication between the SADP Tool and Hikvision’s camera is conducted over an 

unencrypted connection, so there is a possibility to intercept the information describing the camera’s 

network channel and the encrypted password. 

Hikvision’s cameras have the ability to be integrated into other information systems using the 

Hikvision-CGI environment or the ONVIF (Open Network Video Interface Forum) interface. There is 

not much information on how integration into the CGI environment takes place. ONVIF is an 

industrial standard for the integration of security products based on IP technology (IP cameras, NVRs, 

video recorders, etc.) but according to online sources [24], Hikvision was removed from this 

organisation in October 2019. 

8. Dahua’s camera establishes service communication via the external systems 

It is established that Dahua’s camera runs SSH (Secure Shell) – an encrypted command-line 

service that is disabled by default. If enabled, an encrypted SSH connection to the camera on standard 

port 22 is possible. The SSH username is “admin”, while the specialised SSH password is generated 

by adding the password of the general “admin” user account to the character sequence “7ujMko0”.  

After connecting to the SSH service, a list of 4 informational commands is obtained. The SSH 

environment view is shown in Figure 21. 

 
Fig. 21. View of SSH environment of the Dahua’s camera 

The getDateInfo command puts out the date of the device, Diagnose provides service information 

about the system configuration, Help puts out a list of the 4 information commands shown, Shell 

command can be used to get the full command line, but it is only available to Dahua representatives. 

Once a user enters a Shell command he is prompted to enter the name of its Domain Account. 

Once entered (in case of the investigation, a valid account name is 8888), a QR code is displayed. The 

view of the generated QR code is shown in Figure 22. 
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Fig. 22. QR code generated by Dahua’s camera in SSH environment 

Scanning the QR code yields the following URL: 

“https://svsh.dahuatech.com/svsh.html?v=2&u=8888&t=mGctcVCqd3f9j46zg%2FUPVkMtF5p03hrq

BYkcjuPdr%2F9mduZBq1dDVvYINXMYNZw%2BFQzawHliCyyVtbnoE3w6wUXI9wdvjiDSVYz

5JzZeiXjC7%2FB5Jne3ZBk7lb6sNFU8qnV45TgkOoKWkBCvKK4ixW9g1nH0MOaXBBgSd3o24Y

M81PQL5iSV6yX72T%2FrCrNMqAmdt8nE46syeBxPxcFVydCu835LAvAtFHDlth23FfWN5Bq%2

BDAQ%2Ft7xmmS4znVOFGhG3OZL%2Blq4aZi%2FbSMKNd5lMOqv1s1%2FV0kY9OvicgacX8t

BGQxXXNicbit23hALhECp5RIqNKX41LufA0nhAfw%3D%3D”. After activating the specified 

address in the browser, the user is presented with a login window asking him to enter the password for 

his domain. The origin of this password is unknown, but it is likely to be the password of a Dahua’s 

representative.  The image of the password input form obtained after activating the link is shown in 

Figure 23. 

 
Fig. 23. Password input form in a remote Dahua environment  

The camera access functionality discussed is for Dahua’s representatives to connect to the cameras 

remotely for service. For this purpose, the camera has an integrated specialized Dahua database or 

identification mechanism that enables high-privilege remote access via encrypted connection. In order 

to ensure good quality of product service and support, such functionality is understandable, but carries 

the risk of being exploited for unauthorised connections in the event of a cyber attack. 

 

9. Typical solutions of electronic assemblies are implemented in the products, the 

implementation is performed in the economic manufacturing base 

  

The decomposition of electronics showed that Hikvision’s camera uses HK-2015-1 DP8181934 

closed processor, developed by the company itself, for image processing and communications of 

external interfaces to ensure functionality. It can be said that this is a non-standard product that is not 

freely available on the market. No information describing the characteristics of Hikvision’s processor 

was found in the knowledge bases; therefore, it is difficult to evaluate its (and thus the camera’s) 

available functions and possible operating modes.  

The product electronics element base consists of components from the following manufacturers: 

Realtek (Taiwan), SK Hynix (South Korea), Winbond (Taiwan), Ambarella (USA / China), Samsung 

https://svsh.dahuatech.com/svsh.html?v=2&u=8888&t=mGctcVCqd3f9j46zg%2FUPVkMtF5p03hrqBYkcjuPdr%2F9mduZBq1dDVvYINXMYNZw%2BFQzawHliCyyVtbnoE3w6wUXI9wdvjiDSVYz5JzZeiXjC7%2FB5Jne3ZBk7lb6sNFU8qnV45TgkOoKWkBCvKK4ixW9g1nH0MOaXBBgSd3o24YM81PQL5iSV6yX72T%2FrCrNMqAmdt8nE46syeBxPxcFVydCu835LAvAtFHDlth23FfWN5Bq%2BDAQ%2Ft7xmmS4znVOFGhG3OZL%2Blq4aZi%2FbSMKNd5lMOqv1s1%2FV0kY9OvicgacX8tBGQxXXNicbit23hALhECp5RIqNKX41LufA0nhAfw%3D%3D
https://svsh.dahuatech.com/svsh.html?v=2&u=8888&t=mGctcVCqd3f9j46zg%2FUPVkMtF5p03hrqBYkcjuPdr%2F9mduZBq1dDVvYINXMYNZw%2BFQzawHliCyyVtbnoE3w6wUXI9wdvjiDSVYz5JzZeiXjC7%2FB5Jne3ZBk7lb6sNFU8qnV45TgkOoKWkBCvKK4ixW9g1nH0MOaXBBgSd3o24YM81PQL5iSV6yX72T%2FrCrNMqAmdt8nE46syeBxPxcFVydCu835LAvAtFHDlth23FfWN5Bq%2BDAQ%2Ft7xmmS4znVOFGhG3OZL%2Blq4aZi%2FbSMKNd5lMOqv1s1%2FV0kY9OvicgacX8tBGQxXXNicbit23hALhECp5RIqNKX41LufA0nhAfw%3D%3D
https://svsh.dahuatech.com/svsh.html?v=2&u=8888&t=mGctcVCqd3f9j46zg%2FUPVkMtF5p03hrqBYkcjuPdr%2F9mduZBq1dDVvYINXMYNZw%2BFQzawHliCyyVtbnoE3w6wUXI9wdvjiDSVYz5JzZeiXjC7%2FB5Jne3ZBk7lb6sNFU8qnV45TgkOoKWkBCvKK4ixW9g1nH0MOaXBBgSd3o24YM81PQL5iSV6yX72T%2FrCrNMqAmdt8nE46syeBxPxcFVydCu835LAvAtFHDlth23FfWN5Bq%2BDAQ%2Ft7xmmS4znVOFGhG3OZL%2Blq4aZi%2FbSMKNd5lMOqv1s1%2FV0kY9OvicgacX8tBGQxXXNicbit23hALhECp5RIqNKX41LufA0nhAfw%3D%3D
https://svsh.dahuatech.com/svsh.html?v=2&u=8888&t=mGctcVCqd3f9j46zg%2FUPVkMtF5p03hrqBYkcjuPdr%2F9mduZBq1dDVvYINXMYNZw%2BFQzawHliCyyVtbnoE3w6wUXI9wdvjiDSVYz5JzZeiXjC7%2FB5Jne3ZBk7lb6sNFU8qnV45TgkOoKWkBCvKK4ixW9g1nH0MOaXBBgSd3o24YM81PQL5iSV6yX72T%2FrCrNMqAmdt8nE46syeBxPxcFVydCu835LAvAtFHDlth23FfWN5Bq%2BDAQ%2Ft7xmmS4znVOFGhG3OZL%2Blq4aZi%2FbSMKNd5lMOqv1s1%2FV0kY9OvicgacX8tBGQxXXNicbit23hALhECp5RIqNKX41LufA0nhAfw%3D%3D
https://svsh.dahuatech.com/svsh.html?v=2&u=8888&t=mGctcVCqd3f9j46zg%2FUPVkMtF5p03hrqBYkcjuPdr%2F9mduZBq1dDVvYINXMYNZw%2BFQzawHliCyyVtbnoE3w6wUXI9wdvjiDSVYz5JzZeiXjC7%2FB5Jne3ZBk7lb6sNFU8qnV45TgkOoKWkBCvKK4ixW9g1nH0MOaXBBgSd3o24YM81PQL5iSV6yX72T%2FrCrNMqAmdt8nE46syeBxPxcFVydCu835LAvAtFHDlth23FfWN5Bq%2BDAQ%2Ft7xmmS4znVOFGhG3OZL%2Blq4aZi%2FbSMKNd5lMOqv1s1%2FV0kY9OvicgacX8tBGQxXXNicbit23hALhECp5RIqNKX41LufA0nhAfw%3D%3D
https://svsh.dahuatech.com/svsh.html?v=2&u=8888&t=mGctcVCqd3f9j46zg%2FUPVkMtF5p03hrqBYkcjuPdr%2F9mduZBq1dDVvYINXMYNZw%2BFQzawHliCyyVtbnoE3w6wUXI9wdvjiDSVYz5JzZeiXjC7%2FB5Jne3ZBk7lb6sNFU8qnV45TgkOoKWkBCvKK4ixW9g1nH0MOaXBBgSd3o24YM81PQL5iSV6yX72T%2FrCrNMqAmdt8nE46syeBxPxcFVydCu835LAvAtFHDlth23FfWN5Bq%2BDAQ%2Ft7xmmS4znVOFGhG3OZL%2Blq4aZi%2FbSMKNd5lMOqv1s1%2FV0kY9OvicgacX8tBGQxXXNicbit23hALhECp5RIqNKX41LufA0nhAfw%3D%3D
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(South Korea), Broadcom (USA), Aishi (China). It can be said that the software running on the 

devices is adapted to function on the basis of specific chipsets. The results of electronic 

decomposition of Hikvision and Dahua cameras are shown in Tables 16 and 17.  
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Table 16. Results of Hikvision cameras electronic decomposition 

Overview of the Hardware of Hikvision’s Camera DS-2CD4C26FWD-AP 

 

A view of the camera with the top of the 

case removed. Visible filtering part and 

switching power supply components. It 

should be noted that the varistors (blue) 

used for input filtering are not adequately 

protected against vibration, so installing 

the camera in an area that vibrates may 

damage the input protection, and a 

disconnected component may shorten 

power circuit components, causing a risk 

of fire. 

 

A view of the camera with the bottom of 

the case removed. The main control 

board is visible. The board shows RAM, 

main processing processor, FFC cable 

connection for camera data reception, 

Realtek PHY chip for Ethernet interface. 

 

The other side of the main control board 

is presented. Magnets for filtering 

Ethernet signals can be seen on the left 

and ROM chip on the right. There is also 

a place for soldering in a RAM chip, 

which can be used to store certain data. 

The camera can be used in several 

markets or cameras with an additional 

RAM chip can be allowed in a certain 

sample. 

 

The main chip HK-2015-1 DP8181934 

manufactured by the company itself, used 

for image processing and receiving / 

broadcasting the communication of 

external interfaces. In the evaluation of 

the hardware, it can be noted that the chip 

supports DDR3 (at least 2 Gbit) RAM 

and 8-bit bus-wide external 1 Gbit ROM 

memory connected in parallel. Processor 

operating frequencies and specific 

specifications are unknown. 
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H5TQ2G63GFR 2 Gbit DDR3 external 

SDRAM memory is used. This is a 1.5 V 

memory manufactured by the South 

Korean company SK Hynix, operating at 

a frequency of 1600 MHz. Memory is in 

the standard BGA96 casing. It should be 

noted that space is left at the bottom of 

the mounting plate for soldering in an 

additional memory chip. 

 

W29N01HVSINA 1 Gbit NAND type, 

Winbond manufactured external memory 

is used, it is located in the TSOP-48 

casing. The memory is organised in 128 

M x 8 layout, powered by 3.3V. 

 

Table 17. Results of Dahua cameras electronic decomposition 

 Overview of the Hardware of Dahua’s Camera DH-IPC-HFW5231EP-ZE 

 

Ethernet wires reach the board with 

non-twisted pair wires. This can cause 

communication problems with the 

camera. 

 

A top view of the camera, without the 

casing. A view of a power board and a 

motherboard below. Switching power 

supply circuit is used to obtain the 

required voltages. 
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Top view of the motherboard after 

removal of the support structure, 

which also performs the cooling 

function. Visible main processing chip 

in the centre, temporary RAM on the 

left, SD card slot on the right. Also 

visible are the 3 control buttons that 

are accessible without disassembling 

the camera by opening the battery 

cover. 

 

 
 

 

 

A view of the bottom of the 

motherboard is presented. This board 

shows the non-volatile memory ROM 

chip, Ethernet PHY, magnets, all 

communication connections that 

receive signals from the camera 

sensor, external peripheral signals and 

power lines. 

 

Ambarella manufactured S3L-K-B0-

RH main processing chip is used. This 

chip can encode to H.265 and H.264 

standards, record 5 million 30p image. 

The chip is based on an ARM Cortex 

A9 CPU that operates at a frequency 

of 1 GHz. 

 

Samsung’s 2 Gbit DDR3L 

K4B2G1646F RAM is used. The 

memory is housed in a standard 96 

FBGA enclosure. The memory uses a 

voltage of 1.35/1.5 V. 
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The camera uses Winbond 

25Q256JVEQ serial FLASH memory. 

It is 256 Mbit memory that supports 

dual and quadruple parallel SPI 

interface. The memory can operate at 

up to 532 MHz and transmit 66 MB/s 

continuous data traffic. 

 

Broadcom manufactured BCM54811 

transmitter/receiver is used for 

Ethernet interface. The chip supports 

1000BASE-T, 100BASE-TX and 

10BASE-T speeds. 

 

Findings of the investigation and recommendations 

1. The cameras have a remote control environment that enables remote control of the device 

via text inquiries, which uses the AES encryption standard and CBC algorithm for data encryption but 

the encrypted data (password and other information) are not authenticated; therefore, the camera 

control channel information can be modified. Due to the absence of data authentication, the camera is 

susceptible to Chosen - chiphertext, Padding and other attacks of such nature. This could allow 

unauthorised interception of camera content, real-time activation or deactivation of camera functions 

(image recognition, audio recording, etc.) and stoppage of camera operation. It has been found that 

user authentication on cameras is performed over an unencrypted connection using only HTTP, in 

conjunction with the MD5 algorithm. When a user connects to the camera, the value of his password 

can be intercepted, while the password can be decrypted and used for later unauthorised access.  

In view of these findings, it is recommended to isolate video surveillance cameras in a 

separate physical or specifically parametrised logical network that does not have access to service, 

local, or public Internet networks. 

2. The software packages used in the cameras have a large number of known cyber security 

vulnerabilities noted in a publicly available vulnerability database. By taking advantage of these 

vulnerabilities, there is a chance that cyber attacks, such as denial of service (DoS) or malicious code 

insertion, will be carried out against the cameras. The software update link is placed on the Hikvision 

webpage on a server registered in China, redirecting to a server registered in Russia from which the 

update file to be installed on the camera is downloaded. 

It is recommended that organisations do not reveal their identities or download updates from 

remote non-NATO or non-EU servers. A good solution would be to organise the distribution of 

software updates from servers registered in Lithuania, which would contain pre-checked software 

update packages. 

3. Mobile applications for smart devices are used to expand camera control capabilities. The 

applications connect to servers in the USA, China, Singapore, etc., and also collects user device 
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information such as the IMSI and ICCID identification number of the SIM card and the IMEI 

identification number of the mobile device, the purposes of gathering of this information are not clear. 

The manufacturer uses a closed protocol for camera detection, service connection, service work but 

communication is done over an unencrypted connection. Such functionality poses an additional risk of 

being exploited for unauthorised connections in the event of a cyber attack. Also, there is a possibility 

to intercept the camera network channel information and the encrypted password.  

It is recommended to audit the real-time activity of camera ports and the formed inquiries, 

block redundant requests or traffic, use firewalls with verified access instructions for a specific 

camera model, i.e. White-list. Use special means to ensure the encryption of the streams generated by 

the camera (audiovisual content and service channel) up to the information receiving device. The 

security control of the cameras can be performed with a separate specialised hardware security 

attachment connected to the camera via an Ethernet interface, which does not affect the basic 

functionality of the camera. The function of the security attachment is to provide real-time access 

control, access monitoring, anomaly detection, camera traffic encryption and the implementation of a 

specialised camera network.  
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